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WinEst
From Conceptual to Detailed Estimating
With a proven record of empowering
estimators involved in any phase
of the estimating process- initial
conceptual budgeting through
specialty execution- Trimble WinEst

Adaptable “Intelligent
Database” Technology
Developed from the estimating professional’s
perspective, WinEst is flexible enough to help
you retain your rules and develop items and

serves the quantity takeoff and

assemblies that mirror your existing estimating

cost estimating needs of building

practices, as opposed to changing your methods

construction clients both large

because the software requires it.

and small.

Powerful sorting & grouping
Easy-to-use Excel-like
Interface
With a robust database hidden behind an
easy-to-use Excel-like interface, estimators
feel right at home performing quantity
takeoffs, examining work at any point in time,
creating what-if scenarios, and summarizing
costs to user-defined groupings.

Fewer Errors
WinEst captures your most experienced
estimator’s methods and creates a database
of repeatable best practices, leading to
estimates that are more accurate and
reducing the opportunity for error.

WinEst provides an estimate spreadsheet
environment that allows you to setup
an unlimited number of views, as well as
customized groupings and sorting, so that
you can view estimates in the way that is
most meaningful to your company.

Easy Collaboration
WinEst makes it easy to share project
information and collaborate with the people
that matter, allowing multiple estimators
to work on the same estimate at the same
time, even if those estimators are located in
different offices around the country.

Benefits:
• Bid confidently and win more
work: Convert your unique
historical cost data into valuable
early-stage estimates.
• Produce consistent estimating
outcomes: Standardize and
organize your estimating
processes to ensure that
everyone is on the same page
and can deliver accurate and
consistent estimates.
• Streamline workflows: Save
time and avoid errors using
the WinEst integration with the
Trimble® Connect® solution,
which allows you to share and
collaborate on project information
with the right people at the right
time.
• Save time for things that
matter: WinEst will reduce the
complexity of delivering accurate
estimates throughout the entire
construction process. No need to
learn and use multiple tools!

Supported Systems
Windows Server 2022
Windows Server 2019
Windows Server 2016
Windows Server 2012 R2
Windows Server 2012
Windows 11
Windows 10
(Note: WinEst installed on a Mac system (Windows installed
or virtualized) is NOT supported)
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